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Split or slip – passive generation of monodisperse
double emulsions with cores of varying viscosity in
microﬂuidic tandem step emulsiﬁcation system†
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We investigate the role of viscosities on the formation of double emulsion in a microﬂuidic step
emulsiﬁcation system. Aqueous droplets of various viscosities and sizes were engulfed in ﬂuorocarbon
oil and subsequently transformed into double droplets in the microﬂuidic step emulsifying device. We
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identify two distinct regimes of double droplet formation: (i) core droplets split into multiple smaller
droplets, or (ii) cores slip whole into the forming oil shell. We show that the viscosity ratio of the core
and shell phases plays a crucial role in determining the mode of formation of the double emulsions.
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Finally, we demonstrate that high viscosity of the core droplet allows for generation of double emulsions
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with constant shell thickness for cores of various sizes.

Introduction
Double emulsions are liquid dispersion systems that are
collections of double droplets. Double droplet is a droplet of
one liquid engulfed in larger droplets of immiscible liquid and
suspended in a third (outer) liquid.1 For example, water-in-oilin-water double emulsion (W/O/W DE) is composed of an
aqueous (core) droplet nested in an oil droplet (shell), which is
suspended in a continuous aqueous phase (see Fig. 1, le
panel). Double droplets may contain one or more cores, of the
same or various liquids.2 Emulsions of higher orders can also be
made by engulng multiple layers of immiscible liquids.1,3
Double emulsions are of high importance in pharmaceutical,
cosmetic and food industries to encapsulate reactive or sensitive ingredients,4–6 or in biotechnological research where they
serve as containers to prepare high throughput screening
assays,7–10 templates for capsules and vesicles,11,12 or models of
lipid membranes within multisomes.13 In all of these applications the long term stability of the double emulsion, which
largely depends on the structural properties of the double
droplets,14 is of paramount importance. The two important
structural parameters are the uniformity (monodispersity) of
droplet's sizes and the shell thickness. Monodisperse emulsions are less prone to Ostwald ripening than polydisperse
emulsions, therefore are more stable.15 Shell thickness determines how freely the core droplet can move inside the double
droplet – with decreasing shell thickness the hydrodynamic
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resistance increases, decreasing the migration velocity of the
core droplet. For suﬃciently thin shells the middle phase uid
acts as a lubricant, hindering or preventing coalescence of the
core droplet with the outermost continuous phase liquid.16,17
Thus, double emulsions of monodisperse droplets and thin
shells are preferred for the applications.
The emergence of droplet microuidics opened new possibilities in production and utilization of single and multiple
emulsions, oﬀering exceptional control over their size and inner
structure, such as the number, size and also arrangement of the
core droplets.1,18 As formation of droplets in microuidic
devices occurs on the scale of tens to hundreds of micrometers
the inertial and gravitational eﬀects can be neglected leaving
the viscous and interfacial forces to govern the process. The
ratio of the two forces – with the involvement of the characteristic uid velocity – is expressed by the capillary number, Ca ¼ m
 U/g, where m is the dynamic viscosity [Pa s], U is the characteristic uid velocity [m s1], and g is the interfacial tension [N
m1]. Ca is commonly used to characterize the various regimes
of droplet generation. There is however no uniform Ca number
to characterize the droplet breakup or transition between
various regimes and the balance between viscous and surface
forces varies among the diﬀerent geometries of the microuidic
droplet generators. For instance in ow-focusing19–22 or Tjunction19,20,23,24 geometries the shear force generated by the
ow of the individual uid phases determine the local stresses
which deform the interface and lead to droplet break-up. As
a consequence the breakup dynamics and the size of the
generated droplets strongly depends on the viscosity ratio and
ow rates of all liquid phases.19,20 In contrast, in step emulsication geometry the shear force has negligible eﬀect on droplet
formation.25,26 In this geometry the to-be-dispersed phase is
pushed from a shallow and wide rectangular microchannel to
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a wide and deep reservoir lled with the continuous phase
liquid. At the sudden change of the connement the tip of the
squeezed liquid nger starts to form spherical shape and the
resulting capillary pressure imbalance causes the liquid thread
in the microchannel to thin (so called neck formation) and
ultimately to break oﬀ as a droplet. In such passive systems the
ow of continuous liquid is usually not required27,28 and the
droplet size is predominantly determined by the geometry of
the nozzle. As a result, at suﬃciently low capillary number step
emulsication systems allow to generate tightly monodisperse
droplets over a relatively wide range of ow rates.25,29,30
Size distribution and throughput can be further improved by
various modications of the nozzle geometry such as introducing
terraces,29 bypasses,27,31 triangular or ultra-wide nozzles,30,32,33 or
partially-separated nozzles.28 Such small changes in the nozzle's
geometry usually shi the balance between the viscous and surface
forces in the droplet formation and breakup mechanism. For
instance introducing a gradual widening of the nozzle (triangular
shape in top view)30 generates a diﬀerent type of instability than
the introduction of small terraces.34 Although in both geometries
droplet breakup is driven by the interfacial tension, the droplet size
in the former geometry scales with the channel's height h, while in
the latter geometry with h1/3.35 If the feeding microchannel is of an
axisymmetric cylindrical geometry (instead of a rectangular with
high aspect ratio) and a co-ow of the continuous phase is introduced along with the droplet phase, then the droplet formation is
driven solely by the interfacial tension and droplet size is “almost
insensitive to the viscosity ratio”.36 In the standard step emulsication geometry, however, the dynamics of droplet formation
(necking time and breakup frequency) depends both on the
interfacial tension and viscosity of the inner and outer phase.37,38
The formation of single emulsions in step emulsication
systems has been thoroughly investigated,25,26,39,40 but generation of double emulsion on the step has been proposed only
recently and is not yet completely understood.14,41 This can be
accounted for the diﬃculties of selective surfaces modication
protocols required for controlled generation of double emulsions. Indeed, even the presented methods use a tandem system
of two separate devices with diﬀerent surface characteristics to
study the formation of double emulsion at the step. Authors
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identied the size of the core droplets as the key factor to
determine the composition of the double droplet. The role of
other physical parameters of the system that would make the
technique transformable to arbitrary step emulsication system
is yet to be determined.
Here, we use a similar tandem system to study how properties of the liquid phases inuence the formation of double
emulsion in a microuidic step emulsication device. We
describe the relationship between the viscosity and the size of
the core droplet and the size of resulting double emulsion.
Furthermore, we describe how viscosity ratio of used liquids
determines whether the core droplets split or slip to the shell
phase at the step of the microuidic device. Finally, we investigate the dependence of the shell thickness on the size of
injected core droplets.

Materials and methods
Preparation of the microuidic chips
Throughout the experiments we used hybrid glass–poly(dimethylsiloxane) [PDMS] microuidic chips.42 Procedure of
microuidic chip preparation was described in previous publications from our group,43,44 and shown in the Fig. 2. Positive
molds of the devices were milled in 5 mm-thick polycarbonate
plate (Covestro, Germany) using a CNC-milling machine (Ergwind, Poland) and inspected under optical prolometer (ContourGT K0, Bruker, Germany). Negative mold was subsequently
cast in PDMS mixed with curing agent (10 : 1 weight ratio, Sylgard 184, United States).
The surface of the baked cast was then activated with corona
discharge (BD-20AC, Electrotechnic Products, USA) and silanized
with
tridecauoro(-1,1,2,2-tetrahydrooctyl)-1trichlorosilane (Alfa Aesar, Germany) vapor in vacuum for at
least 1 h. The silanized master mold was lled with a mixture of
PDMS and curing agent, degassed and baked for 1 hour at 75  C.
PDMS device was peeled from the mold, inlet and outlet holes
were punched in it with a biopsy puncher, and the device was
bonded to a glass slide by exposure to oxygen plasma (Harrick
Plasma, United States) and bringing the pieces into contact.

Fig. 1 (Left) Schematic drawing of water-in-oil-in-water double droplets. (A) Droplet with thick shell. (B) Droplet with thin shell. (Right) 3D scan
of the device we used for double emulsion production (i) reservoir, (ii) side channels, (iii) supply channel. The color scale is artiﬁcial, added to
visualize the height of the features. Width of the reservoir is 1 mm, supply channel is 220 mm, of the side channel 300 mm.
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Table 1

Fig. 2 PDMS microﬂuidic chip fabrication process using CNC-milled
polycarbonate as the positive mold: (i) milling of the polycarbonate plate to
form a positive mold; (ii) preparation of PDMS negative mold; (iii) protection
of the PDMS negative mold with ﬂuorosilane vapor deposition; (iv) preparation of PDMS device with positive channels; (v) bonding the device with
glass plate after punching inlet holes and oxygen plasma treatment.

Surface modication of the microuidic chips
To prepare primary water-in-oil emulsion the microchannels of the
microuidic devices were rendered uorophilic to allow wetting by
uorinated oils. The channels were lled with solution of uoropolymer (HFE 1720, 3M, USA), and aer evaporation of the oil
baked 15 minutes at 130  C to form a uorosilane layer. In the
other kind of device the hydrophilic surface of the channels was
obtained by treating the bonded devices with 2% w/w PVA solution
(13–23 kDa, 87–89% hydrolyzed, Sigma Aldrich, United States)
around 4 hours aer the plasma bonding.45 The microchannels
were lled with PVA solution, incubated at room temperature for
10 minutes, ushed clean with compressed air, and baked at
120  C for 10 minutes. The lling-ushing-baking procedure was
repeated three times for even surface coverage.
Used liquids
Core and outer phase liquids were 2% wt or 10% wt aqueous PVA
solutions (the same as for channel modication). Oil (shell) phases
were uorinated oils (FC-40 and HFE-7500, 3M, USA) with 2% wt
triblock uorosurfactant PFPE–PEG–PFPE (Chemipan, Poland).
Viscosities of the aqueous phases were measured with Malvern
Kinexus rotational rheometer using cone-plate geometry (d ¼ 50
mm, a ¼ 1 ) and are presented in Table 1. We calculated viscosity
ratios for various core–shell-outer phase setups and presented
them with measured interfacial tensions in Table 2.
Data capture and analysis
Optical detection setup was assembled using elements
purchased from Thorlabs (Thorlabs, USA). Formation of
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Viscosities of the used liquid phases at room temperature

Fluid

Phase

Viscosity,
m [mPa s]

Density, r
(kg m3)

HFE-7500, 2% wt surf.
FC-40, 2% wt surf.
PVA 2% wt
PVA 10% wt

Oil
Oil
Aqueous
Aqueous

1.330
4.231
2.0
23.2

1614
1850
1000
1000

droplets was observed and recorded using fast camera
(1024PCI, Photron, Japan) mounted on Nikon stereoscope (SMZ
100, Nikon, Japan). Microchip was placed vertically in front of
the horizontal imaging setup. Images were processed in
ImageJ2 (ref. 46) (NIH, USA) and Automated Droplet Measurements soware.47 Analysis and plotting of the obtained results
were performed using custom routines in Matlab 2018b
(Mathworks, USA), RStudio 3.6.0 (R Studio Inc., USA), MS Excel
2013 (Microso, USA), and Origin Pro 8 (OriginLab, USA).

Results and discussion
Architecture of step emulsication device
Microuidic step emulsication device for DE production
comprised three main elements, marked in Fig. 1, right panel:
(i) large channel (reservoir) pre-lled with the outer phase uid,
(ii) shallow supporting side channels used to pre-ll the reservoir with the outer phase, (iii) rectangular main channel
supplying the to-be-dispersed phase to the reservoir. The
microphotograph of the device is also presented in Fig. 3.
The main channel was 220 mm wide and 45 mm deep. Supporting side channels (300 mm wide, 20 mm deep) served as
bypasses that facilitate continuous phase to access the neck of
the thinning thread during droplet formation, as shown in our
previous work.28 We used these side channels also to supply the
continuous phase to the reservoir prior to the experiments. We
didn't apply ow from these channels during the experiments.
To prevent the to-be-dispersed phase from entering the side
channels we kept their height below half of the main channel
height.27 We operated the chip in vertical position, to transport
the formed droplets away from the step by buoyancy (W/O
emulsion) or by gravity (W/O/W double emulsion).27,28,48,49
Step emulsication systems are known to produce tightly
monodisperse droplets in the dripping regime characterized by
relatively low ow rates. Above a certain threshold of the ow
rate the system turns to jetting regime and generates large,
polydisperse droplets. We prepared both uorophilic and
hydrophilic step emulsication devices and generated both W/
O and O/W single emulsions over a wide range of ow rates to
determine the critical value Q*drip ; above which jetting regime
occurs (see ESI† for details). We found that at Qdrip # 0.5
mL min1 all systems produce droplets (both W/O and O/W) in
the dripping regime (see ESI Fig. S2†). Thus, we used 0.5
mL min1 throughout our experiments to transform single
emulsions into double emulsions.
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Viscosity ratios, l, and interfacial tensions, g, of the tested liquid combinations. Interfacial tensions were measured using pendant
droplet method. All oils contain 2% wt triblock PFPE–PEG–PFPE surfactant
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Table 2

Core liquid

Shell liquid

Outer liquid

l
[—] core/shell

PVA 2% wt
PVA 10% wt
PVA 2% wt
PVA 10% wt

HFE-7500
HFE-7500
FC-40
FC-40

PVA
PVA
PVA
PVA

1.5
18.1
0.5
5.6

2% wt
2% wt
2% wt
2% wt

Workow of double emulsion production
We prepared double emulsions in a two-step process, using
tandem of microuidic devices connected with a tubing, as
shown in Fig. 4A. In the rst device, a ow-focusing microsystem with uorophilic walls, we produced W/O emulsion that
was directly transported to the second device via PTFE tubing.
We prelled the second, step emulsication microuidic device
(having hydrophilic walls) with the aqueous outer phase before
transforming W/O into W/O/W droplets there.
Establishing nominal droplet sizes
Step-emulsication modules with bypasses yield single emulsion droplets of stable size when operating in the dripping
regime, and the size of the droplets produced in the dripping
regime depends only very weakly on the ow rate. This is wellreported for single emulsions25,26,38 but may not be true when
emulsifying two liquid phases (core and shell) simultaneously.
Therefore, we chose a baseline for comparison of the double
droplet sizes, the nominal droplet size, dn, which we dene as
the diameter of droplets formed in our step emulsication
devices at Qdrip (see Fig. 3 and Table S1†).
We use dn to express diameters of produced double droplets
in terms of relative droplet size, i.e. as the ratio of measured
double droplet diameter dDE to dn of the phase being dispersed
in the outer phase. In case of W1/O/W2 emulsions the dn used to
calculate the relative droplet size is the dn of O/W2 emulsion.
We observed that the ow of core droplets into the double
droplet exhibited two qualitatively distinct behaviors. The core
droplets either split into multiple subsequent smaller droplets
(see Fig. 4B and 5C) or slipped as a whole into the double
droplet (see Fig. 4C and 5B). These two scenarios were observed
previously by Ofner et al.14 and explained by the core/DE
diameter ratio. Here we investigate both droplet diameter and
viscosity ratios to verify the factors that promote either of the
two behaviors.

l
[—] shell/outer

g
[mN m1]
core/shell

g
[mN m1]
shell/outer

0.7
0.7
2.1
2.1

3.3  0.1
3.2  0.2
7.4  0.6
8.0  0.3

3.3  0.1
3.3  0.1
7.4  0.6
7.4  0.6

emulsication system were measured. The distribution of the
sizes of the mixed population (comprising W/O/W double
droplets and single O/W droplets – emulsied excess oil phase
of the W/O feed emulsion) is presented in Fig. 5. Both single and
double droplets were registered in the experiment and presented in Fig. 5, as it was challenging to distinguish between
them by size only.
For systems with low core–shell viscosity ratio l (cores of PVA
2% wt, l ¼ 1.5), i.e. for core droplets with similar viscosity that
of the shell phase, we observed splitting of the core droplets into
multiple double emulsion droplets, even for dcore < dn (see
bottom of Fig. 5A for size distribution and Fig. 5C for microphotograph of the result). In systems with high core–shell
viscosity ratio (cores of PVA 10% wt, l ¼ 5.6–18.1 depending on
the shell) the core droplets slipped entirely into the double
emulsion for both investigated oils and all investigated core
sizes (see top of the Fig. 5A for droplet size distribution, and
Fig. 5B for microphotograph). This is in sharp contrast with
previous reports claiming that structure of double emulsion

Investigation of the core size and viscosity on DE formation
We generated three sizes of the core droplets in the ow
focusing device and fed them into the step emulsication
device: (i) core droplets smaller than the nominal droplet size dn
(100 mm), (ii) core droplets similar in size to the nominal droplet
dn (120 mm), (iii) core droplets larger than the nominal droplet
size dn (150 mm). Sizes of all droplets produced in the step
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

Physical parameters investigated in our system: viscosities of
core phase, shell phase, and outer phase (mcore, mshell, and mouter,
respectively), diameters of core and core + shell in double droplets
(dcore and dDE, respectively), and diameter of O/W emulsion (‘double
emulsion without core’), dn. Black arrow marks the ﬂow direction,
which is aligned with gravity ﬁeld. The colors in this ﬁgure were added
in image-processing as guide to the eye.
Fig. 3
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Fig. 4 Generation of double emulsion droplets using tandem step microﬂuidics. (A) Workﬂow of the production of the double droplets. (B and C)
Magniﬁcation of area where droplets are formed. Snapshots from the step emulsiﬁcation experiments – in each, the frames (i) and (ii) were taken
a few milliseconds apart. Two observed behaviors of the core droplets during DE production on a step. Either the core droplet split into multiple
droplets ((B), two panels in the left) or slipped whole to the DE ((C), two panels in the right). Core droplets in splitting regime (B) are made of PVA
2% wt, core droplets in slipping regime (C) are made of PVA 10% wt. Water phase is colored blue in the image, but is transparent in reality; oil
phase – red in the image, transparent in reality; outer phase – transparent both in image and in reality. Colors were added for clarity in the postprocessing of the image.

generated during step emulsication for a xed volume of the
feeding droplet is dened solely by the nozzle's geometry and
rates of ows.15,30
Double droplets containing the less viscous cores were
roughly the size of the nominal droplet for every investigated
core size (see bottom of Fig. 5A). It is due to fact that the cores
larger than dn split during double emulsion formation. We
measured shell thickness only for a few double droplets as it
was clear that there is a high degree of variability (Fig. 5C, which
features two double droplets with shells 10 mm and 40 mm,
measured as diﬀerence between double droplet diameter and
core droplet diameter). We did not observe coalescence incidents between droplets, other than occasional double droplet
rupture for system with cores of low viscosity. This led to
formation of a population of small droplets (diameter below 100
mm, denoted R in the Fig. 5). When the core of the double
droplet coalesced with the outer phase the oil layers were
released and formed single emulsion droplet.
Double droplets containing the more viscous cores (10% wt
PVA) were signicantly larger than the corresponding nominal
droplets (dn ¼ 127.9 mm) for all the investigated core sizes. The
only droplets that we observed to be smaller than the nominal
droplet size were single droplets made of excess oil from

23062 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 23058–23065

between subsequent inowing cores. We observed that even the
cores with dcore > dn did not split upon formation of the double
droplet.
Using diﬀerent oil (shell) phases results in diﬀerences in
nominal droplet size for various combinations of liquids (see
Table S1†). However, in our investigations generation of O/W
droplets of HFE-7500 and FC-40 in PVA 2% using the same
microuidic chip and ow rate resulted in comparable nominal
droplet sizes (118.2 mm vs. 113.6 mm). We observed the same
situation for W/O droplets of PVA 10% generated in HFE-7500
and FC-40 (127.9 mm vs. 126.8 mm). In case of the W/O droplet
of low viscosity PVA 2% generated in HFE-7500 and FC-40 oils
the nominal droplet size diﬀered by 10% (122.4 mm vs. 136.1
mm). Nevertheless, we observed similar qualitative behavior in
experiments with FC-40 oil used instead of HFE-7500: splitting
of less viscous cores (PVA 2%) to the nominal droplet size and
slipping of more viscous cores (PVA 10%) larger than the
nominal droplet size.
Investigation of the shell thickness
In a subsequent experiment we investigated in greater details
the dependence of the shell thickness on the core size for high
core–shell viscosity ratio. We used the ow-focusing

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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Fig. 5 Droplets produced in the hydrophilic step emulsiﬁcation device upon supplying W/O droplets of varying size. (A) Histogram of sizes of
droplets produced using step emulsiﬁcation device. Sizes of the cores are denoted by the purple dashed lines, black dashed line shows the value
of nominal droplet size, dn. SE, DE, SE + DE, and R denote single emulsion droplets, double emulsion droplets, mix of single and double droplets,
and residual single emulsion droplets formed from double droplet rupture, respectively. Top row: PVA 10% wt cores, bottom row: PVA 2% wt
cores. Oil phase is HFE-7500 2% surfactant and outer phase is PVA 2% wt. (B and C) Example of analysed emulsions. In slipping regime (B) cores
consist of PVA 10% wt and the produced double droplets do not disintegrate, in splitting regime (C) the cores split into subsequent droplets (SE
and DE), sometimes breaking and releasing residual oil in water droplet (R).

microuidic device to generate single emulsions – droplets of
PVA 10% wt in uorinated oils (HFE-7500 or FC-40). We
produced W/O emulsions, diﬀering by the shell phase and
varying diameter of the aqueous droplets. We injected sequentially such W/O emulsions into the hydrophilic step emulsication device lled with 2% wt solution of PVA in water. This
resulted in transformation of the W/O into W/O/W double
droplets. We measured the core diameter, shell thickness and
total double droplet diameter and presented them in Fig. 6.
Each core size (blue triangles in the plots) was normalized by

the nominal droplet size for each system to yield relative core
size.
PVA 10% wt cores slipped into the double emulsion for the
investigated range of core sizes for both tested oils (shell phase).
DE droplet diameter increases linearly with the increase of the
core size, and the shell thickness decreases down to the stable
level of 40  5 mm for HFE7500 and 46  9 mm for FC-40.
Averaged shell thickness values were measured for DE
comprising cores larger than nominal droplet size (relative core
size > 1).

Fig. 6 Slipping behavior of PVA 10% wt core droplets-in-oil-in-PVA 2% wt. Oil was HFE-7500 with 2% wt surfactant (left) and FC-40 (right). Black
squares denote the total DE droplet size, blue triangles denote the relative core size and red circles represent the shell thickness. The double
droplets were produced at 0.5 mL min1.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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Inuence of the viscosity on core droplet integrity
In presented step emulsication geometry the outer phase
invading the necking area comes mainly from the reservoir,
owing through the side channels to get to the necking area
around the forming droplet.28 Shell phase does not wet the
walls of the microchannels and is conned by the feed
channel until it reaches the reservoir, where spatial
connement is released and liquid expands.25 Thus, oil phase
and core droplet conned within can only move towards the
reservoir, pushed by the syringe-pump-induced ow. During
necking, the shell and core phase form the growing head of
the thread. The core droplet conned in microchannel in the
shell phase thread is squeezed further by the constricting
shell-phase thread. The inner core droplet may yield to the
constricting force i.e. splitting in the necking area. In case
the viscous resistance of the core droplet is large enough, the
core droplet can apparently withstand the force exerted by
the thinning interface until the whole droplet passes through
the necking region. In presented investigation the suﬃcient
viscosity to withstand splitting was observed when core
viscosity was over 20 mPa s and core-to-shell viscosity ratio
was 5–18 (depending on the used oil). From the perspective of
elucidating mechanism of double emulsion formation at the
step it would be interesting to establish exact values of the
core-to-shell viscosity ratio that enables core slipping. This
nding paves a way for future studies targeted at establishing
the exact viscosity ratios governing split to slip regime
transition.

Conclusions
We showed that the core-to-shell viscosity ratio determines the
structure of the double droplet formed via step emulsication.
When cores are less or only slightly more viscous than the shell
liquid (l # 1.5) the core droplets split into multiple smaller
droplets at the step. For higher values of core-to-shell viscosity
ratio (l $ 5.6) the core droplets maintained integrity and slipped intact into double droplets. ‘Slipping’ of the intact cores
into double droplets warrants more uniform shell thickness of
the double droplets, while splitting of cores generates higher
variance of the thickness of the shell.
We demonstrated that shell thickness can be controlled
independently of the cores size – allowing for encapsulation of
the single emulsion into oily shells, while maintaining the
integrity of the liquid cores. This minimizes the risk of crosscontamination between droplets when carrying out biological
assays, e.g. core droplets contain single cells and are encapsulated into DE for sorting in directed evolution experiment.
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